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the included stock speakers are decent, especially if youre looking to turn an av receiver into a portable speaker. they lack bass and volume, though, and theyre only rated for
a max of 10 watts of power each, which isn't enough for use with a tv. if youre looking for a more portable alternative, youll want to find a set of bluetooth speakers that

supports aptx bluetooth low energy, such as the onkyo p-series bluetooth speaker or the sony wh-hz410bt portable bluetooth speaker. these portable speakers provide much
more volume for a given wattage rating, and they have the advantage of providing ample built-in bass if youre looking for that quality. when it comes to audio quality, there is
really no way to go wrong with any of the models weve tested. all of them had solid audio and excellent, natural-sounding vocals, and most sounded very similar in all respects

except for latency. the airfly pro was the first to beat the 30-millisecond mark, but all of the transmitters except the b03 had latencies of well under 30ms. in our testing, we
measured latencies of between 10 and 20 milliseconds, and most transmitters were more than half as fast as the b03. with cable connectivity, youre limited to the bandwidth

that your cable modem can handle, which can be as low as 1.5mbps and as high as 24mbps. most modem connections are limited to a peak upload bandwidth of around
3mbps, which means that you wont be able to send audio over a cable connection at resolutions higher than 720p. you can use an external usb hard drive to change the

resolution of your video and audio streams, but if you want to share a video between multiple computers, youll have to encode the video at lower resolutions. the majority of
the transmitters we tested could handle up to a 1080p resolution at a bitrate of around 8mbps, and the airfly pro has a little more room to play with at 12mbps. thats not a lot

of bandwidth, though, so youll probably have to stream using lower resolutions if you want to share the video to a third party.
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the b03 offers the best audio performance of any bluetooth transmitter weve tested. its soundbar distortion is negligible, and the amount of audio lag we measured was
extremely low. while we couldnt tell the difference in our earbuds, we could hear the difference in our in-ear monitors. we also compared the b03 with the soundbar we used for

our earbuds review, and the b03s audio was clearer. the b03 is physically larger than our portable pick, but its not meant to travel along with you, so thats okay. it has a
footprint of just 4.5 by 3 inches, and its only about 1.5 inches tall at its highest, so you should be able to hide it in almost any home theater setup or living room. the lack of a
battery means the included micro-usb cable needs to be plugged in at all times, but the usb port on any modern tv should provide enough power. this transmitter also comes
with an optical audio cable, a 3.5 mm audio cable, and an rca adapter. safe (signal alert for education) system (patent pending) is an alert notification system not intended to

be a life-saving device or prevent emergencies. audio enhancement, our agents, employees, subsidiaries, affiliates and parent companies are exempt from liability for any loss,
damage, injury or other consequence arising directly or indirectly from the application of our equipment. in the event of misuse or malfunction of the safe system or any of its

components, audio enhancement, our agents, employees, subsidiaries, affiliates and parent companies are exempt from liability for any loss, damage, injury or other
consequence arising directly or indirectly therefrom. 5ec8ef588b
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